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In 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, America and its allies needed victories in battles and heroes through
which citizens and troops could rally to. The ‘Allied Fighters’ were banded together just for this purpose. Led by Captain
Invader, these legends of WWII fought against the powerful forces of the Axis Forces and won victory after victory. On VJ Day in 1945, the Allied Fighters disbanded and went their separate ways. It’s now the 21st Century and an old threat has
become new. The Allied Fighters are needed once again, with the ‘new’ Major Invader leading old and new heroes in the fight
to save Earth from an evil that was thought to be extinguished at the end of WWII.

Hello and Welcome (continued)
Atheyta. Another one of hundreds of variant names for Athena, goddess of Wisdom, courage,
inspiration, civilization, law, justice, just warfare, mathematics, strength, strategy, arts, crafts
and skill. Of all of those titles, none addresses her tenacity for arguments, or what happens when
she doesn’t get her way. As it stands, the current ‘embodiment’ of ‘Atheyta’ argues with a police
drone in Steel Canyon in order to obtain her hero registration card to join a super-group.

Clockwork!

Hearken the
approach of
Atheyta - hero
and goddess
to Primal
Earth!
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…

Yes! I, Atheyta,
demand you to provide
me registration so
that I may join this
world’s most powerful
super group.

…

…

None shall
taste my
blood unless
through fair
combat!
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No.

…

Would you ask
the stars to
shine by day to
affirm their
existence to
what you know to
see by a clear
summer’s night?

Would you ask a
warrior to set
down one’s
sword in battle?
Would you ask a
hummingbird to
remove its
wings?

Therein, why do you
ask a goddess to
alter her state
when what you see
is that which you
already know?
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…

…

If I am to
understand your
robotic gibberish,
I assume I must
show myself before
your master scribe
to gain this
‘registration’?

If your ‘registration’ is
complete, then no appointment
will be necessary. I shall travel
to your city hall this minute. No
further delays shall be tolerated.

…
…

…

Hello? Atheyta, this
is Vern from
Registration…
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…our schedule is booked for the next two
weeks. What day would be best after that?

Scribe Vern! Your
schedule is meaningless to
me. I shall depart now and
you shall have my document
for me, or you shall face
me in fair combat!

…I See. You’re one of those
‘special’ heroes, aren’t you?

Indeed! This world is blessed
by the gods themselves for my
return! Prepare for my
arrival Scribe Vern! I shall
away now!

Fret not! You shall soon meet
a goddess. Your current awe is
expected. Until we meet, scribe
Vern, may Cole Protect you!
…erm…ah…

…

…

…

Atheyta pays no mind to the drone as she walks
to the only mortal transportation she trusts…
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Although this transit
station is newer, it is
above ground and
unsightly. Praetoria’s
is underground, where
it should be. She
ponders that these
Primals still have a lot
to learn from the
modern ways of
Praetorian life.

The Paragon
Transit Authority.
PTA. She fondly
remembers times
riding the railed
commuter cars
throughout the
Paragon City of
old.

But as she begins thinking back
to Praetoria, and her husband,
Emperor Cole, she feels unease;
the same unease that has plagued
her at nearly every encounter
since her return to Primal
Earth.

Could it be those
ruthless, evil Tsoo
trying to mind
control HER? No.
She’d feel that.
This…this
unease…it’s fleeting.
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Every time she gets this
unease, her mind redirects
her elsewhere…dodging the
issue. It redirects her to
think of a happy
thought…her wedding day to
Emperor Cole.

ATLAS PARK.

Even now, as she tries
to recall her last
visit to Paragon City,
her thoughts again get
redirected to her
wedding day.
Curious. Why is this?

Looking out across the modern
skyline of Atlas Park, Thoughts
of Nova Praetoria interrupt her
musings…as well as happy images
of her wedding day…again.

Her thoughts suddenly become assertive. Atlas Park
will soon be made Praetorian, They will all become
proud, disciplined Praetorian empirical subjects.

Whether they want to be, or not...
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The Reckoning
After Mr. Hamilton strode off to fix the base’s Motor Generator, the thick, steely, rusted doors
of the base’s hangar bay opened. Amidst the darkened museum of the Allied Fighter’s Flyers,
Major Invader’s voice echoed across the room. “He’s atop Flyer #6. Please help him”. PLEASE.
This is NOT a word uttered by the Major. EVER. Aside from a weeping girl in a red, white and
blue costume kneeling in an arrest position one plane over, the Doctor arrives at #6 Flyer and…

Ah hell.
Major, why is it,
every time you
‘mix it up’ with
someone, I’m the
one pulling them
back from death?

IT was…he…DAMMIT

JUST #$%*& HELP
HIM!!

I’m on it, Major. Relax.
Oh, and by the way, Mr.
Hamilton’s fine,
thank you for asking.

He’s in the
wings waiting
to beat the crap
out of you.
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<He’s…He’s in good hands.
Just stay where you are.
Don’t make me have reason
to do the same to you.>

<Doctor, will Jacque be OK?
He is so still…please let me
see him! Please?!?>*

*Speaking in French.
-Francophile Deej

Well I’ll be a Newfie Sleveen!
The Major’s stymied! What the
hell did they do to him?
Threaten his stock of 1950s
C-Rations?

<Hey there. Don’t move, eh?
I’m your doctor. I’ve healed
you, but you’re still in rough
shape. Stay seated, ok?>

…uHHnrgh…

…wHut…

So, Major? What now? We play
“Shoots and Heals” with these
two all day, or you going to let
me win and they don’t suffer?
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ctu

<I think, Masseur Doctor, our
Grandfather here is trying to figure
out whether to embrace my brother and
me as his grandchildren…>

…

<…or
kill us.>

Major?

Major??

Major?!? Is this
true? Are these your
grandkids…you just
SHOT??

Wait. The Major doesn’t have
any family. I mean…alive…

…You’re lying,
Girl!
…Oui…
Actually,
Drew…

…she’s telling
the truth.
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<Hold on! The Major was married
<You want truth? Here is
your truth! I am Sophia
Genevieve Demers, and that is
my brother, Jacque Jeane. We
are twin children to
Francesca Demers and
grandchildren to one of
France’s greatest Cold War
heroes, Madame Libertad…and
the American hero, Jeane
Brown… whom you call Major
Invader. How is THAT for
truth, Doctor?>

to Clarissa…Mrs. Vindicator…
since just after WWII ‘til the day
she died! He couldn’t…>

<…0ur
Grandmother…had
an affair…with that...
man…for decades!>

…Major…?
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<This is a letter she gave to
us…on her deathbed. It
explains EVERYTHING that
happened. Her. Mssr. Jeane
Brown, EVERYTHING! Did
you know she died,
Grandfather? DID YOU EVEN

CARE TO SEE HER, EVEN
ONE LAST TIME?>

…Major…?

<You see, Doctor? He told
no one! Not even you. I
had dreamed the man
Meme Sophia wrote of …>

<…would be the honorable hero she
described. Instead, we are shot at from a
coward’s position and summarily ignored!

Speak, ‘Grandfather’!!
What are we to you?!?>
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…

<I am ASHAMED to be related to
this…man! He is NOTHING Meme
Sophia said he was! A louse! A
killer!! An adulterer who shoots
and shuns his bastard family!!
Damn It!! SPEAK, MAN!!>

<OK, guys,
let’s take
this
somewhere
else so we
can sit
down and
sort all of
this out…>

<No, Doctor,
I don’t think
so.>

< Jacque…are
you better
now? Can you
walk?>

Oui.

Oui.

<It seems we are
truly alone, then,
Jacque. Come.
Let’s leave. There’s
nothing for us
here now.>

…Major…?
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<I’d prayed for this day.
Now, all I want to do is
cry. *sniff* Goodbye,
“Grandfather”.>

<I am insulted to be related to
you! Who would do such a thing
to family? Do you hear me?!?
YOU ARE NOT FAMILY!! YOU
ARE NOTHING TO US!!>

<Please! Both of
you…stay, You’re still
not 100%, Jacque. I’d
also like to help…>

<Thank you for
all you’ve done,
Doctor, but as
you can see,
there is nothing
for us here.> Au
Revoir, Doctor.

…Major…?!?
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On Foreign Soil (continued)
As the Major continues his impression of Marcel Marceau, a certain Lithuanian continues to

take down the hordes of meteor-spawned aliens in the decimated Galaxy City. All that is
left in this newborn warzone are Captain Lithuania, alien hordes…and death.

Damn! That last
blast shut down my
main systems for
over ten seconds!
In battle, that’s an
eternity!

Thank God I’ve got
backups! All primary
systems are now
rebooted…except my
anti-grav boots…again.

And in that short time I wasn’t ‘splatting’
Aliens, a few dozen more spawned!
There’s just too many of them!

heh. Reboot. I
still think that
term is funny.

I don’t know what else to
do now that the remaining
civilians are cleared out
of the area, other than
blast aliens and wait for
my boots to…Well, reboot.
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Once the Captain’s Primary systems show 100% power, the Captain starts on a
meteor-spawned alien turkey shoot. One after another, the aliens ‘poomf’ into
debris from the Captain’s Gauntlet Energy Blasters. According to his computer’s
Heads-Up Display (HUD) in his visor, he’s already taken out over 341 aliens…

342.
343.

344.

345.
When Captain Lithuania came to
America yesterday at the request of
Major Invader to try-out for the
newly rebooted…heh…rebooted...Allied
Fighters supergroup…
…he’d never had thought he’d instead
be trying to stop a meteor attack and
zapping hundreds of alien invaders.

He’s already seen enough death in
his lifetime. HE saw what happens
when no one does anything to help.
innocents lost. Loved ones. Children.
All because others wouldn’t stop an
atrocity. He swore - never again.
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NEVER.
346
AGAIN.

Damn! Getting
blasted from
all directions!

I’ll focus on what’s in
front of me for the
moment.
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Last blast took
the targeting
system down.
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All it took was two
seconds and they
were all over me!
Damn, this is a big
boy!! Seems like
they’re getting
bigger by the hour!

NEMESIS
STAFF! Full
Power!!
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THANKS, GUYS!! It’s
getting a bit
spooky here! I can
use all the help
you can muster!!

Brave men! The world could
use more like them!
Targeting system’s back
online…damn, Aliens’re about
to attack that Longbow agent!

It’s JUST in
range…

No time to
call out to
him!
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As everyone is focused on the aliensat-hand, a dark, yet damaged spidery
figure hovers out from behind the
buildings.

It is Arachnos.

Ah well, It was a
good life while
I lived it!

There’s still two more
aliens on that roof with
Longbow…and Arachnos
is bearing down on me! I
can’t survive a full blast
from that Flyer!

I have to help out
Longbow; there’s
simply no choice!

“Living by faith includes
the call to something
greater than cowardly
self-preservation.”
― J.R.R. Tolkien
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As the Captain says
one last prayer…
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…the miracle he’d hoped for happened. The Longbow agent will live to fight another day…

…but two miracles in a
day? Rarer indeed. The
Red Wolves took out the
Flyer, but it seems
Arachnos, nor fate, is
done trying to kill
Captain Lithuania.

“If we are marked to die, we are enough to do our
country loss; and if to live, the fewer men, the
greater share of honor.”
-William Shakespeare
Read more at
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/keywords/honor.html#b
DERfjb2tBiqRp5y.99
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Interlude: from hell’s hearth…

Rheinmetall Waffe Munitions Factory,
Harzgerode-Silberhütte, Germany.
<REPORT.>

<Mein Führer! Our raid
was successful! All
munitions and weapons
are being loaded for
transport now!>

“The resolution to avoid an
evil is seldom framed till
the evil is so far advanced
as to make avoidance
impossible.”
-Thomas Hardy

<Mein Führer! All
files and designs are
downloaded.>

Read more at
http://www.brainyquote.com/qu
otes/keywords/evil_7.html#5qFX
<Mein Führer! All
cbQidysSqAxR.99
classified equipment
retrieved.>

<Mein Führer! All who
resisted…are dead.>

*Translated from German.
–Herr Deej
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<Prepare for
departure.>

<GOOD.>

<But before
we leave…>

<write upon their
walls…in the blood
of the dead...and the
remaining living…>

<Tell them

AXIS FORCE has
returned!
THE THIRD REICH
has returned!

BARON
BERLIN

But above all, tell
them…>

<has returned!>

NEXT ISSUE: “Home Invasion”
continues! Will the Major be
able to deal with the sins of his
past? Will Atheya get her hero
ID ‘kill-free’? What happened to
Predominator? SEE YOU IN 30!

…and with that, several
screams are heard in the
distance as ‘paint’ for the
walls is collected…
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So, what do you think? Is the Major truly at a loss of words, or is he finally feeling the effects
of all those outdated C-Rations he’s eaten? The twins’ appearance and revelations are
pretty astounding, but the big question is…did the Major know all this time about them, and if
so, why didn’t he confide in anyone, like Doctor Alleviation, or even his Grand Nephew,
“Chaz” from the Pocket D Chalet (remember Issue #1)?
Also, we are now slowly starting to see the characters getting together…amicably or
otherwise. There are still some plots that still have more story left for them. Suffice to say,
when these characters get together, they’re going to need one hell of a leader to make it all
come together. With the Major in his current state, the question arises…is he the right man
to lead? He’s old, cantankerous, obnoxious and disliked. He’s also a tactical genius and
maybe the only man alive that can even try to stop Baron Berlin from his evil plot or plots.
Regardless, I’m hoping you are enjoying the New Allied Fighters issues. I’d love to get more
comments from any and all. Contact us viathe Major Deej Universe website or email address
(below), Tweets, Facebook messages, message boards, or just let others know of us!
Until Baron Berlin gets contact lenses, Make yours the Major Deej Universe!

Want to contact us? Send an email or message to:
majordeejuniverse@yahoo.com

Axis Force
Dark Forest, Germany
June 1944
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